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Suddenly
Roseanna Plow is perfectly content with her nice, simple life on Long Island,
despite the fact that she's being driven slowly insane by her meddling mother, who
resembles Donna Reed on drugs. Rosie is very happy with her handsome husband
and a fulfilling career as job counselor for the developmentally challenged. It might
not be glamorous work, but Rosie is proud of the fact that she cares more about
people than Prada. What more could a woman want in life? Except maybe being
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able to wear a sexy thong that doesn't make her behind look like a rump roast in
butcher string But when Rosie's incredible husband turns out to be an incredible
putz—sleeping with her best friend Inga—her life goes from Seventh Heaven to
Jerry Springer in the blink of an eye and the tip of a wine glass. Alone and
deceived, but with her sense of humor still intact, Rosie turns to her wonderfully
wacky mother to help her bounce back. Of course, Ma's recipe for mental recovery
leaves much to be desired. And after Rosie discovers a painful family secret,
hidden behind years of lies, she must set out to find herself and what really
matters in life. Along the way, Rosie is surprised to find help from Mickey Hamilton,
a.k.a. Ham, who is kind, generous, and has a great butt to match. If only Rosie can
overlook the fact that he's nicknamed after the meat section at the local
supermarket he manages. Milton, one of Rosie's endearing mentally challenged
clients--and Ham's employee--also becomes a source of comfort along the way,
always ready to defend "Miss Plow's" honor and warm her heart, even as it's
breaking. And can a twenty-five-year-old punk office assistant with hair like candy
corn really become Rosie's new best friend? As she moves along the twisted road
to self-discovery, Rosie finds happiness, acceptance, and even love – though none
of it in the places she'd expected. With laugh-out-loud scenes seamlessly
interspersed among gut-wrenching moments of heartache, Starting Out Sideways
is a unique and utterly delightful novel that will make you laugh, cry, and
remember what's truly important in life.
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Mothers and Other Liars
HER FIRST EIGHTEEN YEARS WERE FILLED WITH LIES. SHE IS ABOUT TO DISCOVER
THE TRUTH. Eighteen-year-old Seven and her best friend, Ten, live where all is
peaceful except for the violent war raging above the sky. Lifelike humanoid robots
and self-operated drones tend to everyone's needs, leaving people free to spend
their time stimulating their minds and enjoying life's pleasures. But there are strict
rules and few choices. Every year, on Assignment Day, the path of each eighteenyear-old's life is laid out. Some are given the jobs for which they have shown
exceptional aptitude and are "paired" for mating. The others are sent off to fight in
The War and never return. When Assignment Day comes for Seven, the
assignments shatter everything she's ever believed. The rules force everyone to
accept their fates, but Seven decides to do something unprecedented: to go
against the Decision Makers' wishes. ABOVE THE SKY tells the story of a girl who
grows up in a dystopian future society founded on lies. Filled with constant
suspense, surprising twists, forbidden romance, imaginative adventure, and
thought-provoking philosophy, ABOVE THE SKY is perfect for readers who enjoyed
THE HUNGER GAMES (by Suzanne Collins), DIVERGENT (by Veronica Roth), THE
MAZE RUNNER (by James Dashner), ENDER'S GAME (by Orson Scott Card), and THE
GIVER (by Lois Lowry). Praise for ABOVE THE SKY: "Quality writing 5 stars." -Ginger, The Spank and Ginger Show "A phenomenal story! Kept me guessing page
after page A must read!!" -- Amanda, Goodreads "O.M.G. This book was AWESOME!
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An epic read Lynne writes a bestseller If you are a fan of YA dystopian fiction, and
love books like The Hunger Games, Divergent, and The Maze Runner, this book is
right up your alley Five stars!" -- Stephanie, Goodreads

The Arms of God
An ALA Stonewall Honor book and a finalist for the Lambda Literary and Publishing
Triangle awards, Hide is a tender, aching story of a hidden life in the recent history
of gay love in America. *The hardcover was an ABA Indies Introduce Pick, an Indie
Next List Selection, and an Amazon Best Book of the Month.* Wendell and Frank
meet at the end of World War II, when Frank returns home to their North Carolina
town. Soon he's loitering around Wendell's taxidermy shop, and the two come to
understand their connection as love-a love that, in this time and place, can hold
real danger. Cutting nearly all ties with the rest of the world, they make a home for
themselves on the outskirts of town, a string of beloved dogs for company. Wendell
cooks, Frank cares for the yard, and together they enjoy the vicarious drama of
courtroom TV. But when Wendell finds Frank lying outside among their tomatoes at
the age of eighty-three, he feels a new threat to their careful self-reliance. As
Frank's physical strength and his memory deteriorate, the two of them must fully
confront the sacrifices they've made for each other-and the impending loss of the
life they've built. Raw, gently funny, and gorgeously rendered, Hide is a love story
of rare power.
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This Side of Water
In This Side of Water, Maureen Pilkington's bright debut collection, precise and
vivid language delivers flawed characters to their moments of reckoning. A married
woman goes to the cemetery to resurrect her father; a young girl at a beach club
witnesses her parents' infidelity; an icy New Year's Eve leads a devoted husband to
violent clarity; a teenager spies on her mother and a Catholic priest; a Russian
"dancer" visits her American husband and plays a dangerous game. In these
sixteen stories, the backdrop of water--the Long Island Sound, the sulfur polluted
Monangahela River, a koi pond, a basin of holy water, a tear in a boy's
eye--provides a salve for these characters, ferrying them to personal ports of
renewal and resolution.

The Story of Beautiful Girl
“Delinsky knows the human heart and its immense capacity to love and to
believe.” —Washington Observer-Reporter “A first-rate storyteller” (Boston Globe),
the incomparable Barbara Delinsky is renowned for capturing the essence of
contemporary life: from day-to-day victories and setbacks to momentous events
that profoundly affect us all. Nowhere is that more true than in her beloved novel
Suddenly. Set in a small Vermont town, this deeply heartfelt, emotionally charged
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novel explores the enduring consequences of one irrevocable act—a classic from
the New York Times bestselling author of A Woman Betrayed, For My Daughters,
and The Passions of Chelsea Kane.

The Explorer's Code
Chronicles the author's four years of silence, starvation, and survival in Nazioccupied Belgium in 1941 as she searched for her parents--alone, on foot, and
befriended by wolves--throughout war-ravaged Europe

The Murderer's Daughters
Four African American women console and support one another in a complex
friendship that helps them face the middle of their lives as single women.

Misha
Returning to his childhood home after his wife kicks him out, Benjamin lives with
his 81-year-old father and tries to put his life back together while he rekindles a
friendship with his high school crush, who has troubles of her own.
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Keep Moving
"Catherine Gildiner is nothing short of masterful—as both a therapist and writer. In
these pages, she has gorgeously captured both the privilege of being given access
to the inner chambers of people's lives, and the meaning that comes from
watching them grow into the selves they were meant to be." —Lori Gottlieb, New
York Times bestselling author of Maybe You Should Talk to Someone In this
fascinating narrative, therapist Catherine Gildiner’s presents five of what she calls
her most heroic and memorable patients. Among them: a successful, first
generation Chinese immigrant musician suffering sexual dysfunction; a young
woman whose father abandoned her at age nine with her younger siblings in an
isolated cottage in the depth of winter; and a glamorous workaholic whose
narcissistic, negligent mother greeted her each morning of her childhood with
"Good morning, Monster." Each patient presents a mystery, one that will only be
unpacked over years. They seek Gildiner's help to overcome an immediate
challenge in their lives, but discover that the source of their suffering has been
long buried. As in such recent classics as The Glass Castle and Educated, each
patient embodies self-reflection, stoicism, perseverance, and forgiveness as they
work unflinchingly to face the truth. Gildiner's account of her journeys with them is
moving, insightful, and sometimes very funny. Good Morning, Monster offers an
almost novelistic, behind-the-scenes look into the therapist's office, illustrating how
the process can heal even the most unimaginable wounds.
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Against Wind and Tide
NATIONAL BESTSELLER “Keep Moving is perfect for right now.” —Al Roker “A
meditation on kindness and hope, and how to move forward through grief.” —NPR
“A shining reminder to learn all we can from this moment, rebuilding ourselves in
the darkness so that we may come out wiser, kinder, and stronger on the other
side.” —The Boston Globe “Powerful essays on loss, endurance, and renewal.”
—People Cosmopolitan’s “Best Nonfiction Books of 2020” Marie Claire’s “2020
Books You Should Pre-Order Now” Parade’s “25 Self-Help Books To Get Your 2020
Off On The Right Foot” The Washington Post’s “What to Read in 2020 Based on the
Books You Loved in 2019” For fans of Anne Lamott and Cleo Wade, a collection of
quotes and essays on facing life’s challenges with creativity, courage, and
resilience. When Maggie Smith, the award-winning author of the viral poem “Good
Bones,” started writing inspirational daily Twitter posts in the wake of her divorce,
they unexpectedly caught fire. In this deeply moving book of quotes and essays,
Maggie writes about new beginnings as opportunities for transformation. Like
kintsugi, the Japanese art of mending broken ceramics with gold, Keep Moving
celebrates the beauty and strength on the other side of loss. This is a book for
anyone who has gone through a difficult time and is wondering: What comes next?

Becky
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In this splendid novel, Celeste finds herself engaged to Alex, a wealthy man whose
standards are as exacting as her own -- or so she thought. As she begins to
question their relationship and herself, Celeste is haunted by painful memories: of
her past in well-heeled, blue-blooded Connecticut; of the friends and family who
seem to have disappeared from her life; and of Nathan, for whom Celeste still
carries a lingering passion. At last coming to terms with the lies and illusions that
have propelled her forward for years, Celeste must take responsibility for the
choices she has made. She decides to be true to herself -- and so challenges her
fiancé, her family, and the very society in which she's steeped.

Sea Escape
'Kim Fu skillfully measures how long and loudly one formative moment can
reverberate' Celeste NgA group of young girls descend on a sleepaway camp
where their days are filled with swimming lessons, friendship bracelets, and songs
by the fire. Filled with excitement and nervous energy, they set off on an overnight
kayaking trip to a nearby island. But before the night is over, they find themselves
stranded, with no adults to help them survive or guide them home.The Lost Girls of
Camp Forevermore traces these five girls through and beyond this fateful trip. We
see them through successes and failures, loving relationships and heartbreaks; we
see what it means to find, and define, oneself, and the ways in which the same
experience is refracted through different people. A portrait of friendship and of the
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families we build for ourselves, and the pasts we can't escape.What Reviewers and
Readers Say:'A propulsive storyteller, using clear and cutting prose' The New York
Times'Fu precisely renders the banal humiliations of childhood, the chilling steps
humans take to survive, and the way time warps memory' Publishers Weekly'An
ambitious and dynamic portrayal of the harm humans - even young girls - can do'
Kirkus Review'The first truly great novel I've read in 2018 As intricately fashioned
and as bold-hearted as books by novelists who've been publishing for decades'
Seattle Review of Books'Fu offers an unblinking view of the social and emotional
survival of the fittest that all too often marks the female coming of age' Toronto
Star'These portraits of sisterhood, motherhood, daughterhood, wifehood,
girlfriendhood, independent womanhood, and other female-identified-hoods sing
and groan and scream with complexity and nuance, and they make me want to
read her next ten books' The Stranger'To say this is a story of survival is too simple
Fu avoids the obvious and tidy, allowing us to imagine what happens next'
Winnipeg Free Press'I loved it for its portrayal of each of the girls and for showing
that a single incident can colour your entire life' Canadian Living'A thoroughly
entertaining, complex novel full of intricate insights into human nature' Quill &
Quire

Wintering
A father’s moving memoir of cystic fibrosis “captures a brave child’s legacy as well
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as the continuing fight against the genetic disease” (The New York Times). In 1971
a girl named Alex was born with cystic fibrosis, a degenerative genetic lung
disease. Although health-care innovations have improved the life span of CF
patients tremendously over the last four decades, the illness remains fatal. Given
only two years to live by her doctors, the imaginative, excitable, and curious little
girl battled through painful and frustrating physical-therapy sessions twice daily, as
well as regular hospitalizations, bringing joy to the lives of everyone she touched.
Despite her setbacks, brave Alex was determined to live life like a typical
girl—going to school, playing with her friends, traveling with her family. Ultimately,
however, she succumbed to the disease in 1980 at the age of eight. Award-winning
author Frank Deford, celebrated primarily as a sportswriter, was also a budding
novelist and biographer at the time of his daughter’s birth. Deford kept a journal of
Alex’s courageous stand against the disease, documenting his family’s struggle to
cope with and celebrate the daily fight she faced. This book is the result of that
journal. Alex relives the events of those eight years: moments as heartwarming as
when Alex recorded herself saying “I love you” so her brother could listen to her
whenever he wanted, and as heartrending as the young girl’s tragic, dawning
realization of her own very tenuous mortality, and her parents’ difficulty in trying
to explain why. Though Alex is a sad story, it is also one of hope; her greatest wish
was that someday a cure would be found. Deford has written a phenomenal
memoir about an extraordinary little girl.
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Secret of the Indian
"The most compelling, resonating novel I've read in years A breathtakingly
beautiful, yet heart-wrenchingly aching story that, despite its cruelty and
humanity, uplifts the reader." - Omaha World-Herald NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER It is 1968. Lynnie, a young white woman with a developmental
disability, and Homan, an African American deaf man, are locked away in an
institution, the School for the Incurable and Feebleminded, and have been left to
languish, forgotten. Deeply in love, they escape, and find refuge in the farmhouse
of Martha, a retired schoolteacher and widow. But the couple is not alone-Lynnie
has just given birth to a baby girl. When the authorities catch up to them that
same night, Homan escapes into the darkness, and Lynnie is caught. But before
she is forced back into the institution, she whispers two words to Martha: "Hide
her." And so begins the 40-year epic journey of Lynnie, Homan, Martha, and baby
Julia-lives divided by seemingly insurmountable obstacles, yet drawn together by a
secret pact and extraordinary love.

The Space Between
A woman seeking a reprieve from a going-nowhere relationship finds solace in
flying to exotic places around the world from Alaska to Bhutan in this new novel
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from the author of the best-selling Cowboys Are My Weakness. 25,000 first
printing.

James Madison
A final collection of selected letters and diary entries by the National Aviation Hall
of Fame inductee follows her struggles over an unplanned pregnancy, the
evolution of Gift From the Sea and her views on politics during the Vietnam War.
25,000 first printing.

2012 Guide to Literary Agents
Prominent oceanographer Cordelia Stapleton teams up with archaeologist John
Sinclair to find a deed she inherited that is also being sought by a consortium of
underworld criminals, a quest that results in a high-stakes chase.

The Sound of Gravel
Who would believe that a plastic toy American Indian and a plastic toy cowboy can
come to life?
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Hide Away
A behavior management expert shares her sensible but radical approach to
parenting that emphasizes a proactive system designed to help parents reclaim
their authority, establish boundaries, and eliminate such negotiation tactics as
rewards and punishments in order to teach children what is and is not acceptable
behavior. Original. 20,000 first printing.

Above the Sky
This is wintering. It is the courage to stare down the worst parts of our experience
and commit to healing them the best we can. Wintering, the dormant periods in
our lives, the dark moments we endure - which can be brought about through
myriad of ways; from the death of a loved one to a sudden change in
circumstances or mental health issues - can be lonely, damaging and catch us off
guard. Katherine May recounts her own year-long journey through winter, and how
she found strength and inspiration when life felt frozen. Part memoir, part
exploration of a human condition, Wintering explores the healing nature of the
great outdoors to help us overcome and embrace our own wintering experiences,
and how, much like nature, we can learn to appreciate these low periods, and what
they have to teach us, before the ushering in of a new season.
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Contents May Have Shifted: A Novel
A “heartwarming, life-affirming” memoir of a relationship with an intellectually
disabled sibling: “Read this book. It might just change your life” (Boston Herald).
Beth is a spirited woman with an intellectual disability who lives intensely and
often joyfully, and spends most of her days riding the buses in Pennsylvania. The
drivers, a lively group, are her mentors; her fellow passengers, her
community—though some display less patience or kindness than others. Her sister,
Rachel, a teacher and writer, camouflages her emotional isolation by leading a
hyperbusy life. But one day, Beth asks Rachel to accompany her on public
transportation for an entire year—and Rachel accepts. This wise, funny, deeply
affecting book is the chronicle of that remarkable time, as Rachel learns how to
live in the moment, how to pay attention to what really matters, how to change,
how to love—and how to slow down and enjoy the ride. Weaving in anecdotes and
memories of terrifying maternal abandonment, fierce sisterly loyalty, and
astonishing forgiveness, Rachel Simon brings to light a world that is almost
invisible to many people, finds unlikely heroes in everyday life, and, without
sentimentality, wrestles with her own limitations and portrays Beth as the
endearing, feisty, independent person she is. “With tenderness and fury,
heartbreak and acceptance . . . Simon comes to the inescapable conclusion that
we are all riders on the bus, and on the bus we are all the same.” —Jacquelyn
Mitchard, author of The Deep End of the Ocean
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The Lost Girls of Camp Forevermore: Compelling campsite
crime thriller
In Together Tea, Marjan Kamali’s delightful and heartwarming debut novel, Darya
has discovered the perfect gift for her daughter’s twenty-fifth birthday: an ideal
husband. Mina, however, is fed up with her mother’s years of endless
matchmaking and the spreadsheets grading available Iranian-American bachelors.
Having spent her childhood in Tehran and the rest of her life in New York City, Mina
has experienced cultural clashes firsthand, but she’s learning that the greatest
clashes sometimes happen at home. After a last ill-fated attempt at matchmaking,
mother and daughter embark on a return journey to Iran. Immersed once again in
Persian culture, the two women gradually begin to understand each other. But
when Mina falls for a young man who never appeared on her mother’s
matchmaking radar, will Mina and Darya’s new-found appreciation for each other
survive? Together Tea is a moving and joyous debut novel about family, love, and
finding the place you truly belong.

Riding the Bus with My Sister
Hide
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How far will a mother go to save her child? Ten years ago, Ruby Leander was a
drifting nineteen-year-old who made a split-second decision at an Oklahoma rest
stop. Fast forward nine years: Ruby and her daughter Lark live in New Mexico. Lark
is a precocious, animal loving imp, and Ruby has built a family for them with a
wonderful community of friends and her boyfriend of three years. Life is good. Until
the day Ruby reads a magazine article about parents searching for an infant
kidnapped by car-jackers. Then Ruby faces a choice no mother should have to
make. A choice that will change both her and Lark's lives forever.

Love Anthony
Lulu and Merry's childhood was never ideal, but on the day before Lulu's tenth
birthday their father propels them into a nightmare. He's always hungered for the
love of the girls' self-obsessed mother; after she throws him out, their troubles turn
deadly. Lulu had been warned not let her father in, but when he shows up drunk,
he's impossible to ignore. He bullies his way past Lulu, who then listens in horror as
her parents struggle. She runs for help, but discovers upon her return that he's
murdered her mother, stabbed her five-year-old sister, Merry, and tried,
unsuccessfully, to kill himself. Lulu and Merry are effectively orphaned by their
mother's death and father's imprisonment. The girls' relatives refuse to care for
them and abandon them to a terrifying group home. Even as they plot to be taken
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in by a well-to-do family, they come to learn they'll never really belong anywhere
or to anyone—that all they have to hold onto is each other. For thirty years, the
sisters try to make sense of what happened. Their imprisoned father is a specter in
both their lives, shadowing every choice they make. One spends her life
pretending he's dead, while the other feels compelled--by fear, by duty--to keep
him close. Both dread the day his attempts to win parole may meet with success. A
beautifully written, compulsively readable debut, Randy Susan Meyers's The
Murderer's Daughters is a testament to the power of family and the ties that bind
us together and tear us apart.

Waiting to Exhale
29-year-old Walt Steadman survives a shooting in a Boston cafe and forms
relationships with two other victims in the aftermath.

Sea Escape
Alice is making her daughter dinner when her mother Olivia, who left her at a day
care center when she was four-years-old, appears at her door. Although Alice has
managed to navigate an unforgiving foster care system to build a good life for
herself, she has never really recovered from her mother's disappearance. Olivia's
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sudden reappearance is like a quiet, unexplained gift. Over the next couple of
weeks Alice asks Olivia to dinner. Olivia is always dropped off by a friend and sits
peacefully as Alice and her daughter talk over the meal. One afternoon Alice gets a
call from the hospital telling her that Olivia is dead. The only identification the
hospital could find was Alice's number with the word "daughter" written
underneath it. She goes to pick up Olivia's things and finds the key to her
apartment. It is here that the mystery of Olivia's past is slowly uncovered and Alice
begins to understand how the power of hatred can hold a woman down and how
the power of friendship can lift her up again. Not since her bestselling book The
Friendship Cake has Hinton created characters who are so filled with heartache
and fragile hope, that they will become a permanent part of the reader's life.

Alex
The Best Resource Available for Finding a Literary Agent No matter what you’re
writing—fiction or nonfiction, books for kids or adults—you need a literary agent to
secure a book deal. The 2012 Guide to Literary Agents is your essential resource
for finding that literary agent—without fear of being scammed—and getting your
book published. This new, updated edition of GLA includes: • Completely updated
contact and submission information for literary agents who are looking for new
clients • Writing and submission advice from more than 40 top literary agents •
Informative articles on subjects such as writing a query letter, composing a book
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proposal, writing a novel synopsis, attending a writers conference, protecting your
work, and more Includes an exclusive 60-minute FREE WEBINAR with Chuck
Sambuchino that will teach you "Everything You Need to Know About Agents" "The
Guide to Literary Agents contains a wealth of information and good advice, and
was crucial in my successful search for an agent. I found a great agent and my
book has now sold in 11 territories and counting." —Richard Harvell, The Bells "The
Guide to Literary Agents was very useful to me when I was getting started. I always
recommend GLA to writers." —Michael Wiley, The Bad Kitty Lounge and The Last
Striptease

Girls I Know
2015-2016 Sarton Story Circle: Memoir Winner 2016-2017 Readers Views Award:
Memoir/Autobiography/Biography Winner, West Pacific Regional Winner 2017
Independent Press Award: Relationships Winner 2017 Northern California
Publishers and Authors Second Place in Book Cover 2017 Northern California
Publishers and Authors Second Place in Memoir 2017 Readers' Favorite Book
Award Bronze Winner 2017 International Book Awards: Autobiography/Memoir
Finalist 2016 National Indie Excellence Awards: Memoir Finalist As a bereavement
care specialist, Dr. Virginia Simpson has devoted her career to counseling
individuals and families grappling with illness, death, and grieving. But when her
own mother, Ruth, is diagnosed in 1999 with a life-threatening condition, Virginia is
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caught off guard by the storm of emotions she experiences when she is forced to
inhabit the role of caregiver. In a quest to provide her mother with the best care
possible, Virginia arranges for Ruth to move in with her—and for the next six years,
she cares for her, juggling her mother’s doctor’s appointments, meals, medication
schedules, transportation needs, and often cranky moods with her own busy
schedule. In The Space Between, Simpson takes readers along for the journey as
she struggles to bridge the invisible, often prickly space that sits between so many
mothers and daughters, and to give voice to the challenges, emotions, and
thoughts many caregivers experience but are too ashamed to admit. Touching and
vividly human, The Space Between reminds us all that without accepting the
inevitability of death and looking ahead to it with clarity, life cannot be fully lived.

2011 Guide To Literary Agents
Two women in Nantucket, dealing with their own separate issues of death and
heartbreak, find solace in each other's friendship.

Negotiation Generation
An instant New York Times bestseller “A haunting, harrowing testament to
survival." — People Magazine “An addictive chronicle of a polygamist community.”
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— New York Magazine “Unforgettable” — Entertainment Weekly The thirty-ninth of
her father’s forty-two children, Ruth Wariner grew up in polygamist family on a
farm in rural Mexico. In The Sound of Gravel, she offers an unforgettable portrait of
the violence that threatened her community, her family’s fierce sense of loyalty,
and her own unshakeable belief in the possibility of a better life. An intimate,
gripping tale of triumph and courage, The Sound of Gravel is a heart-stopping true
story.

Girl Sent Away
This majestic new biography of James Madison explores the astonishing story of a
man of vaunted modesty who audaciously changed the world. Among the Founding
Fathers, Madison was a true genius of the early republic. Outwardly reserved,
Madison was the intellectual driving force behind the Constitution and crucial to its
ratification. His visionary political philosophy and rationale for the union of statesso eloquently presented in The Federalist papers-helped shape the country
Americans live in today.

The Kitchen Daughter
An FBI agent and a Navy SEAL race against time in New York Times bestselling
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author Laura Griffin’s newest Tracers novel. “Griffin delivers the goods!”
(Publishers Weekly) FBI agent Elizabeth LeBlanc is still caught in the aftermath of
her last big case when she runs into the one man from her past who is sure to rock
her equilibrium even more. Navy SEAL Derek Vaughn is back home from a
harrowing rescue mission in which he found evidence of a secret terror cell on US
soil. Elizabeth knows he’ll do anything to unravel the plot—including seducing her
for information. And despite the risks involved, she’s tempted to let him. Together
with the forensics experts at the Delphi Center, Derek and Elizabeth are closing in
on the truth, but it may not be fast enough to avert a devastating attack…
Following in the bestselling tradition of the Tracers series, including Exposed,
Scorched, and Twisted, Beyond Limits pulls out all the stops with Griffin’s most
gripping thriller yet.

Starting Out Sideways
Becky Thatcher wants to set the record straight. She was never the weeping ninny
Mark Twain made her out to be in his famous novel. She knew Samuel Clemens
before he was "Mark Twain," when he was a wide-eyed dreamer who never could
get his facts straight. Yes, she was Tom's childhood sweetheart, but the true story
of their love, and the dark secret that tore it apart, never made it into Twain's
novel. Now married to Tom's cousin Sid Hopkins, Becky has children of her own to
protect while the men of Missouri are off fighting their "un-Civil" War. But when
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tragedy strikes at home, Becky embarks on a phenomenal quest to find her
husband and save her family---a life journey that takes her from the Mississippi
River's steamboats to Ozark rebel camps, from Nevada's silver mines to the gilded
streets of San Francisco. Time and again, stubborn but levelheaded Becky must
reconcile her independent spirit and thirst for adventure with the era's narrow
notions of marriage and motherhood. As she seeks to find a compromise between
fulfillment and security, she also grapples with ghosts of her past. Can she forgive
herself, or be forgiven, for the lies she's told to the men she's loved? Will she ever
forget the maddening, sweet-talking, irresponsible Tom Sawyer, the boy who stole
her heart as a little girl? And when she is old, and Huck and Tom and Twain only
memories, whose shadow will still lie beside her?

Good Morning, Monster
A tale told in alternating voices follows the experiences of bereaved mother Tessa,
who searches for answers after her four-year-old daughter is killed in a hit-and-run
accident; and her grief counselor, Celia, whose efforts to help Tessa revive painful f

Celeste Ascending
Acclaimed novelist and nationally recognized family expert Lynne Griffin returns
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with "Sea Escape"--an emotional, beautifully imagined story inspired by the
author's family letters about the ties that bind mothers and daughters.

Together Tea
Acclaimed novelist and nationally recognized family expert Lynne Griffin returns
with Sea Escape—an emotional, beautifully imagined story inspired by the author’s
family letters about the ties that bind mothers and daughters. Laura Martinez is
wedged in the middle place, grappling with her busy life as a nurse, wife, and
devoted mom to her two young children when her estranged mother, Helen,
suffers a devastating stroke. In a desperate attempt to lure her mother into
choosing life, Laura goes to Sea Escape, the pristine beach home that Helen took
refuge in after the death of her beloved husband, Joseph. There, Laura hunts for
the legendary love letters her father wrote to her mother when he served as a
reporter for the Associated Press during wartime Vietnam. Believing the beauty
and sway of her father’s words will have the power to heal, Laura reads the letters
bedside to her mother, a woman who once spoke the language of fabric—of Peony
Sky in Jade and Paradise Garden Sage—but who can’t or won’t speak to her now.
As Laura delves deeper into her tangled family history, she becomes increasingly
determined to save her mother. As each letter reveals a patchwork detail of her
parents’ marriage, she discovers a common thread: a secret that mother and
daughter unknowingly share. Weaving back and forth from Laura’s story to her
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mother’s, beginning in the idyllic 1950s with Helen’s love affair with Joseph
through the tumultuous Vietnam War period on to the present, Sea Escape takes a
gratifying look at what women face in their everyday lives—the balancing act of
raising capable and happy children and being accomplished and steadfast wives
while still being gracious and good daughters. It is a story that opens the door to
family secrets so gripping, you won’t be able to put this book down until each is
revealed.

Beyond Limits
"Pinter is in fine form with Hide Away. You'll burn through the pages." --David
Baldacci From the bestselling author of the Henry Parker series comes a pageturning thriller about a vigilante who's desperate to protect her secrets--and bring
a killer to justice. On the surface, Rachel Marin is an ordinary single mother; on the
inside, she's a fierce, brilliant vigilante. After an unspeakable crime shatters her
life, she changes her identity and moves to a small town in Illinois, hoping to spare
her children from further traumaor worse. But crime follows her everywhere. When
the former mayor winds up dead, Rachel can't help but get involved. Where local
detectives see suicide, she sees murder. They resent her for butting in--especially
since she's always one step ahead. But her investigative genius may be her
undoing: the deeper she digs, the harder it is to keep her own secrets buried. Her
persistence makes her the target of both the cops and a killer. Meanwhile, the
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terrifying truth about her past threatens to come to light, and Rachel learns the
hard way that she can't trust anyone. Surrounded by danger, she must keep her
steely resolve, protect her family, and stay one step ahead, or else she may
become the next victim.

Life Without Summer
Seeking comfort in traditional family culinary practices after the early deaths of her
parents, twenty-six-year-old Asperger's patient Ginny struggles with her
domineering sister's decision to sell the house, troubling secrets, and the ghost of
a dead ancestor.

Housebreaking
Now includes subscription to GLA online (the agents section of writersmarket.com)!
Now in its 20th year, Guide to Literary Agents is a writer's best resource for finding
a literary agent who can represent their work to publishing houses, big and small.
The days when a writer could deal directly with a large publisher are over. Literary
agents represent writers and shepherd manuscripts to the right editor; and a good
representative is the difference between a published book and a manuscript that
never gets read. To help writers acquire an agent, GLA provides names and
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specialties for more than 750 individual agents around the United States and the
world. GLA includes more than 90 pages of original articles on finding the best
agent to represent your work and how to seal the deal. From identifying your genre
to writing query letters to avoiding agent pet peeves, GLA will help writers deal
with agents every step of the way. NOTE: Subsciption to GLA online NOT included
with e-book edition.
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